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Recent estimates by the National Planning Commission (NPC) reveal that Nigeria 
requires an investment of $2.9 trillion within the next 30 years to build up its 
infrastructure to globally competitivelevels. As the Nigerian governmentfaces critical 
budget constraints, so also is the private sectorlimited in its funding capacity. 
Furthermore, private investors are increasingly losing their appetite for infrastructure 
projects, due torisk concerns. Nevertheless, to bridge the infrastructure gap, the private 
and public sector need to explore funding options that wouldenable both sides achieve 
their social and economic objectives.

With a fast-growing population, increasing urbanisation and changing consumer 
lifestyles, the demand for quality public infrastructure in Nigeria has never been 
so high. Across key sectors of the economy – Power; Transport and Aviation; 

Housing and Health;infrastructure deficiencies have remained a real challenge. From 
truncated pipe-borne water networks andinadequate electricity supply,to sub-standard 
airport facilities andbadroads causing time consumingtraffic jams, Nigeria’s infrastructure 
situationhas limited its social and economic development. 

Indeed, infrastructure plays a pivotal role in the achievement of economic transformation 
and inclusive growth. The World Bank estimates that increasing the stock ofeconomic and 
social infrastructure investment in core sectors by 10% can increase Nigeria’s GDP by up 
to one percentage point. 

Governmentsare typically responsible for developinginfrastructure, with aprimary focuson 
thedevelopment of the economy and thedelivery ofrequired social amenities to its citizens.  
Using taxes andcommodity revenues, the government, at all levels, prioritises, budgets 
and fundsinfrastructure development projects.

Bridging Nigeria’s $2.9 trillion 
Infrastructure Gap 
– A review of viable investment and financing options

Country

Japan 0.31 5.2 8,394 100 100 105

Brazil 0.21 2.7 2,384 98 79 124

Russia 0.06 3.7 6,452 97 70 179

Mexico 0.19 4.0 1,990 96 85 82

Indonesia 0.29 3.6 641 82 54 103

South Africa 0.30 4.7 4,803 91 79 127

Nigeria 0.21 3.3 136 59 31 56

Pakistan 0.34 4.1 457 92 48 62

Bangladesh 1.66 3.4 279 81 56 56
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Exhibit 1 - Comparative indicators show Nigeria’s infrastructure gap

Source: African Development Bank – Nigeria Infrastructure Report 2014
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However, over the last decade, the Nigerian government’s spending on infrastructure 
has been constrained by factors such as budget deficits due to fluctuations in oil prices, 
huge operational expenses, funding of ongoing capital projects and the need to maintain a 
positive credit rating.This hasincreasedthe need for the government to involve the private 
sector in developingpublic infrastructure. 

Consequently, the Nigerian government has become more interested in maximising the 
value it derives from infrastructure spending - by employing private sector funds and 
taking advantage of their operational and management expertise in project delivery.  On 
the other hand, the private sector seeks to enjoy long-term dividends from the relatively 
low-risk opportunities that infrastructure projects can offer. 

Yet, there is a huge infrastructure funding gap to be bridged. According to the National 
Planning Commission, Nigeria requires over $2.9trillion in infrastructure funding 
within the next 30 years. Similarly, the African Development Bank (AfDB) estimates 
that $350billion will be required for key development initiatives in the Energy, Water, 
Transport and ICT sectors between 2011 and 2020. 

While the government faces critical budget constraints and looks to leverage private capital 
in bridging the gap, Nigeria’s private sector currently does not seem to have the capacity to 
fund such substantial capital requirement. 
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Exhibit 2 - Investment needs for 30 year period by sector 
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1. Domestic Equity Markets

Nigeria’sequity market remains substantially below comparator countries. As a whole, the 
capital market is 1.7 %of GDP compared to 4.8 % in Pakistan and  over 90% in South Africa.  
The domestic capital market is relatively small and currently does not have the capacity 
to fund substantial portions of equity and debt requirements of large-scale infrastructure 
projects.

2. Domestic Bank Lending

Though bank credit is presently the main source of external funding for Nigerian firms, 
access to debt financing with longer maturities is very limited. This is mainly due to the 
relatively low ratio of bank capital to total reserve, low lending to GDP - with a large 
spread between the average lending and deposit rates.

3. Domestic Bond Market 

The potential of Nigeria’s bond market to provide long-term funding is presently hindered 
by an underdeveloped corporate bond market, unstable pricing benchmarks, and the 
absence of a solvent secondary market for sovereign and non-sovereign bonds. 

Furthermore, private investors are increasingly losing their appetite for infrastructure 
projects - due toobserved politicaland market risks. Despite the current issues, the role 
of the private sector and the government in infrastructure funding remains critical. They 
mustexplore or adopt innovative funding options and approachesthat can enable them 
achieve common social and economic objectives.
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    Funding options for the private sector 

1. Pension Funds, Insurance Companies and Mutual Funds 

The private sector can explore pre-funded pension plans as a potential source for long-
term infrastructure funding. Pension funds in developing countries have risen from an 
estimated $422 billion in 2001 to $1.4 trillion in 2010 (JP Morgan, 2010). Given Nigeria’s 
young population and the increasing adoption of pension plans by the private sector, the 
assets held by local pension funds are accumulating very rapidly.Since payments from 
these funds occur over a long term and arequitepredictable, these pension funds should be 
investing in long-term assets. 

Asides pension funds, insurance companies, mutual funds and other collective investment 
schemes can also be explored.However, in employing these options, appropriate regulatory 
guidelines must be set and technical assistance employed to assess the risk and viability 
of infrastructure projects.

2.   Venture Capital 

Apart from the equity provided by institutional and private finance sponsors, start-up 
funds which are usually available from venture capital (VC) firms can also be explored. 
However, the limitations have been thatthe high cost of due diligence and limited exit 
options for VC firms – make the financing infrastructure projects an unattractive idea. 
Also, VCs typically require rates of return that may be too high for a long-term, low-risk 
infrastructure project. By taking a closer look at the risk and opportunity potentials of a 
viable infrastructure project, VC firms can get involved in infrastructure financing.

3.   Nigerian Financial Markets 

To accelerate the availability of long-term funding by Nigerian financial markets, there is 
a need to develop a stable long-term pricing benchmark. The government bond market only 
recently began to provide a yield curve against which to price corporate debt. Furthermore, 
strategic efforts are required to expand the corporate and bonds credit ratings, and to 
provide liquid exit options for investors.

    Funding options for the public sector

1. Government Subordinate Loans 

By providing subordinated loans on an infrastructure project, rather than long-term 
investments, the government earns the right to receive a share of ongoing revenues as 
interest. A subordinate loan also offers the government a real prospect of early repayment 
of the loan if a favourable refinancing of the asset can be completed once it is operationally 
stable and generating surplus net cash flows. The timeframe for repayment of the loan to 
the government would need to be structured as medium to longer term, with repayments 
occurring at the end of the concession. This funding option will commit government to 
long term investment but early potential for recycling of capital exists under favourable 
refinancing scenarios. 
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2. Public Sector Debt Capital 

Public sector debt capital is based on the premise that government funding could be used 
to in place ofprivate finance. This form of debt could be provided at a cost that is either 
similar to commercial rates or set at a discount to reflect government’s commitmentto 
cheaper funding. Commercial pricing creates fewer issues for the overall project funding 
structure and would provide an exit strategy for government through future sell-down of 
its debt. As the level of government debt contribution increases, the complementary portion 
of private finance will decrease. It is, therefore important to consider the optimal levels of 
private finance to ensure the private sector’s participation.For example, one of the key 
risk transfer benefit that could be brought by private finance is the incentive to complete 
construction on time and within budget.In using this option, government will also need to 
consider remedies for situations where completion does not occur. To mitigate this risk, it 
may seek liquidated damages from the counterparties, similar to the subordinate loans.

3. Public Sector Revenue Guarantees 

This option involves the government providing revenue guarantees for a defined period. 
This guarantee would act as a form of contingent funding, with the expectation that it 
would not be triggered unless an adverse outcome emerges. The guarantee would cover 
debt service, but not necessarily equity. Ideally, the guarantee would end once certain 
revenue thresholds have been met. Depending on the accuracy of the forecasts to which 
the guarantee relates, the guarantee could end as early as 3/4 years after the new 
infrastructure has been commissioned.A minimum revenue threshold could be set below 
the expected base forecasts, say 10% – 30%, in order to reduce government exposure, while 
providing sufficient coverage to protect debt capital.

    Conclusion 

All over the world, infrastructure development projects are known to pose a huge funding 
challenge.  The pooling of public and private capital is widely appreciated to be the only real 
solution. By exploring new sources ofand approaches to infrastructure funding,striking 
the right balance on how risks and returns are shared, greater levels of success can be 
achieved. 
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